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Romantic ringtone love songs

The 1950s was a decade of many first places; seat belts were introduced in 1952, Disneyland opened in 1955, and NASA was founded in 1959. In the music world, the 1950s were known as the birth of rock 'n' roll with hits like The Rock 2 Clock by Bill Haley and the comets dominating the effects. In addition to rock 'n' roll, country music and folk music were
also popular during this period, and love songs recorded by vocal groups climbed the music charts in the 1950s. The Everly brothers. Bye Love was written by husband and wife of songs Boudleaux and Felice Bryn. The song was published in 1957 and became a huge hit. A version of Bye Love was also recorded by Ray Charles. The lyrics of the song
(Excerpt) Bye, love. Bye, happiness. Hello, loneliness. I think I'm going to cry. The Keystone was written by Churchill Coleman and recorded by Johnny Ray and the Four Boys in 1951. Other artists who have recorded this song are Lynn Anderson, Ray Charles and Crystal Gale. Texts (Sample) Remember the sun can be foundin the last cloudy sky,So let
your hair down and continue and cry Michael Ochs Archives / Getty Images If you are a fan of Back to the Future, you may remember Earth Angel from a central part of the film, the high school dance scene. This love song is attributed to Curtis Williams, Jesse Belvin and Gail Hodge; Penguins recorded it in 1954 for the Duton label. Will you be mine? The
Lonely Tears was written by Motown founder Berry, Gwen Gordy and Tyran Carlo. Jackie Wilson recorded the recording, and Brunswick's brand came out in 1958. He reached 7 in 1959 in a Billboard chart single. Lyrics (Excerpt) My heart cries, weeping lonely drops Pillows never dry up on Lonio tears Michael Ochs Archives / Getty Images Also known by the
name V. Paul Anka recorded a version of this song in 1969. Lyrics (Excerpt) In the silence of the nightThey held you tight Because I love you So Much That Peres Will Never Invite You into the Night of the Night Michael Ochs Archive / Getty Images Classic song The Mona Lisa, which mentions the famous painting of Leonardo da Vinci, was written by Ray
Evans and Jay Livingston. The recording of The 1950s song by Natalie King Cole is set in the 1950 film Captain Carey, USA. The Mona Lisa, the Mona Lisa, men named you So Like the Lady with the pelvic smile, because you're lonely for being blamed? About this weirdness Mona Lisa in Smile? Michael Ochs Archives / Getty Images A song written by
producer, songwriter and arrangement artist Samuel Buck Ram, The Great was released in 1955 and became one of Platter's greatest hits. They were one of the biggest groups of the decade. Texts (Excerpt) Oh yes, I'm the great contenderI present well And spin the need is suchI'm too much, but no one can say Imagno / Getty Images published in 1951,
Nat King Cole recorded Too Young and it became a huge hit. The lyrics were written by Sylvia Dee, and the music was compiled by Sidney Lippman. Cole is one of the biggest male solo artists of the decade. Lyrics (Excerpt) They try to tell us that we are too youngTu young to be really in love They say that loves the wordDefined word Only we have heard
But can not begin to know the meaning of Blank Archive / Getty Images This after the breakup song was written by singer-songwriter Hank Williams Sr. in 1952. Williams' recording of that song was released in 1953, after his death. Your Mother's Heart is covered by other performers, including his son, son, J.Louis Armstrong, Ray Charles and Patsy Klein.
Texts (Excerpt) Your deceitful heart will make you cry,You will cry and cry,And try to sleep,But sleep will not come,At night,Mauves your heart, I will tell you Redferns / Getty Images released in 1956 under the sign Gee Why they fall in love is the Frankie Lymon and Maurice Levy. He became hit No 6 in 1956 for then 13-year-old Frankie Lymon & the Teen.
Why do fools fall in love? Why do birds sing gay? And lovers expect the rest of the day Why do they fall in love? Cold Heart of Redferns / Getty Images By Hank Williams was first released in 1951 and has since been recorded by various artists, from Washington's Dinah to Nora Jones. The legal action follows the song in the mid-1950s, as the tune appears
to have been rejected by a 1945 texas tyler recording of You'll Still Be In My Heart. I can't melt. Your Cold Heart Michael Ochs Archives / Getty Images The memorable ballad Since I Don't Have You is known by vocal group Skyliners in 1958 and 1959, when it reached the no. This song was written by the band's lead singers James Beaumont and Joseph
Rock. It was also mapped for Guns 'n' Roses in 1994, though not as high. Lyrics (Excerpt) I have no plans and schemesI have no hopes and dreamsI have nothing Why I have you Hulton Archive / Getty Images This is Amore was composed by Harry Warren and recorded by singer/actor Dean Martin in 1953. He has fun in Italian stereotypes and has
appeared in several films, from The Back Window to Text (Excerpt) When the moon hits your eyeAs a big pizza pieIt's amoreWhen the world seems to shine As you've had too much wineThis is amore Michael Ochs Archives / Getty Images One of the brands of a well-written song is the number of times it's recorded, and You Belong to Me certainly hits a lot
of brands. This song is attributed to Chilton Price, Red Stewart and Pius Wee King. It was originally recorded by Sue Thompson, but the most popular version was by Jo Stafford, which was released in 1952. Other artists who have covered this song are Paul Anka, Patti Klein, Connie Francis, Anne Murray and Patti Page. Lyrics (Excerpt) See the pyramids
on the NileWatch the sunrise of the tropical iso But just remember, honey, all the time Refer to me Redferns / Getty Images You're So Fine was recorded by the vocal group Falcons and released in 1959 under the Flick sign. That song became a hit, reaching No 17 on the Billboard charts and featuring vocalist Joe Stubbs. You're mine, I'm going, and I'm
talking about you, romantic love songs are some of the most memorable pop songs ever written. These are the top ten. Many of the 20th-century singers can flatter a lover like the smartest Barry White. He is so overcome by his praise for his lover here that his deep growl pours into the chorus of You are the first, the last, everything! When he released this
classic, Barry White had already reached the top 10 with three singles in his trademark proto disco sound. You're the First, The Last, My #2 reached the U.S. pop chart #1 on the R&amp;a chart; and it was a very early disco. Watch Video Buy by Amazon Courtesy Columbia This song of a duo of one love covering mountains, sea and sky is an instant
romantic classic. Few songs capture the moment of taking on the deep impregnable love so well. The original title of the song was Magic Kisses. It's really crazy deep #1 a pop hit in the US and stayed in pop class for a year. He did even better in the modern adult rankings, where she spent 11 weeks at the top and spent more than two years on the chart,
setting an all-time record. Dance artist Cascade covered the song in 2006 and took it to #14 of the dance chart. Watch video buys from Amazon courtesy Apple Derided by critics as hopelessly sappy, My Love has survived as a simple tribute to all-encompassing romantic love. Only my love holds the other key to me. He wrote the song in appreciation for his
relationship with his first wife Linda McCartney. The song was recorded live with an orchestra at Abbey Road Studios. My Love hit #1 the top of the US pop chart and also hit the top of the adult charts. Gold was certified for sale. Watch a video courtesy of your RCA romantic or cochino? The song is just as discussed as talking about voyeurism and
celebrating romance with carnal Dave Matthews's lyrics are impressionistic to allow the song to be what the listener wants it to be. Dave Matthews wrote the song from the inspiration for his relationship with his wife Ashley Harper. He said the song was about the worship of women. Crash into me is a breakthrough in Dave Matthews' group. Their first is to
make it to the top 20 of the Billboard Hot 100. It also reached the top 10 in both adult pop and alternative radio. Watch Video Bowls from Amazon Blue Norte Jones conveniently diverts the world of pop and jazz. Go away with me, challenging yourself to your dream of being overcome by feelings of romantic love. This is the song from nora jones, debut album.
The album went #1 in the US charts and eventually sold more than 10 million copies. He won eight Grammy Awards, including Album of the Year. The song was a hit on the adult charts on the radio. Watch a video bought by Amazon courtesy Capitol Katy Perry singing the romance so exciting and exciting that she returns to the teenage years of the ecstatic
hormonal experience of love. That love song was instantly memorable. Katy Perry and songwriter Bonnie McKay were inspired by teenage girls who dreamed of love when they first started working on the song Teenage Dream. This is Katy Perry's song, and her #1 pop hit from the project. The teenager's dream was praised for her frothy, summery pop
approach. The cover of Glee's song showcases Blaine Anderson's character and became one of the show's biggest hits, hitting #8 billboard Hot 100. Watch Video Buy from Amazon Courtesy Capitol Peabo Bryson and Roberta Flack record an entire R&amp;d album. Duets, but this song towers over the other songs on the album. It's a perfect record for a
slow dance with your lover. The song was written by legendary songwriter Jerry Goffin and the classical songwriter of R&amp;d; Michael Masser. Tonight I celebrate my love reached the top 5 in the R&apos;s charts; and Adults as it reaches #16 of the pop-up table. It was Peabo Bryson's first top 20 after a long string of R&amp;c successes. For Roberta
Flack, this is her second top 20 pop hit since the 1980s. This is probably the best song recorded for a prelude on a magical night with a lover. Boyz II Men already has four top three charts that captured them when they released I'll Make Love to You. This is the single on their second album II. I'll Make Love to You was a hit, spending 14 weeks #1 the
Billboard Hot 100, making it one of the greatest hits of all time. The song won a Grammy Award for best R&amp;d; duo or band with vocals. Watch a video bought by Amazon politely Columbia University as it moves away for the first time from the group Child of Destiny. Chose this delicately happy, romantic melody featuring rap from its main squeezed Jay-
Z. From the 1970 song, samples of the horn hook are taken in the song Are You My Wife? (Tell me so) from Chi-Light. Crazy In Love received rave reviews from music critics and #1 in pop, R&amp;b, and dance classes. He received three nominations at the Grammy Awards, including record of the year, and won Best Rap/Sung Collaboration. Watch Video
Buy from Amazon polite Atlantic This song will turn anyone into a believer in love at first sight. Roberta Flack's unmistakable voice with a simple accompaniment was featured in Clint Eastwood's play Misty For Me and made her a star. I thought the sun came up in your eyes... can send hardened into the spine. I first saw your face written by British folk artist
Evan McCall in 1957. It was recorded by a wide range of artists in the 1960s, including Trio Kingston and Peter, Paul and Mary, but it was Roberta Flack's 1972 version that turned the song into a hit. For the first time, I saw your face head over pop and adult contemporary charts and reach #4 top of the R&amp;a chart. He won a Grammy for Record and
Song of the Year. Watch video buys from Amazon
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